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CHAPTER 3
THE MARKETING FUNCTION OF YOUTUBE IN MUSIC
BUSINEES
Mihalis KUYUCU1

INTRODUCTION
YouTube is an American online video-sharing platform with its headquarters
in the San Bruno California Music industry. It is a highly competitive one since
artists compete with thousands of new artists. However, YouTube is not only a
valuable platform but also a marketing platform to host their music. The tremendously popular video sharing platform is grounded zero for music marketing, and
the first place one should post content. According to its mission to give everyone
a voice and show them that the world by believing that everyone deserves a voice
is evident, its hard work to promote music and the musicians. Users watch 1 billion hours of YouTube videos each day, with music being the most viewed video
category by 27% (“Sound Charts,” 2019). The platform has over 1 billion users,
works with 80 different languages, the 2nd most engaged online site with most of
its viewers in the 18 years to 34 age gaps compared to other websites. It allows
users to upload, share, add playlists, report, view, and rate videos and subscribe to
other users while offering a wide variety of corporate media and user-generated.
Being a subsidiary of Google, which the number 1 most used online set makes
YouTube worth considering in terms of marketing since there is no more massive
reach online than the combined forces of YouTube and Google.

The History of YouTube
The platform was launched in February 2005 by Steve Chen, Chad Hurley,
and Jawed Karim, who are the former PayPal employees of PayPal. It’s domain
name “YouTube.com” was activated on 14th February 2005 while the video upload
options were integrated by 23rd April 2005. Its first video named ‘Me at the zoo’
was uploaded on 23rd April 2005, showing Jawed Karim at the San Diego. Since
its launch in 2005, YouTube has significantly played a vital role in democratizing
video distribution.
1
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Figure 1. Logo of YouTube

In the year 2006, YouTube became one of the fastest rising worldwide web
sites. It delivered 100 million video views per day in July and around 20 M visitors
per month, with 56% males and 44% female visitors. Further, it entered into a
partnership with NBC in June 2006 and also dominated the UK video market by
around 64%. The same year it was purchased by Google at the US $1.65 billion
in stock. YouTube has since then emerged among the top online platform. It has
also managed to partner with many companies such as CNN, Lions Gate Environment, MGM and CBS by allowing them to post full- length films and television
episodes on the platform around 2007. Around 2010 it introduced streaming of
precise contents such as cricket matches, which was the first worldwide free online program of a major sporting event. In the same year, Hurly stepped down as
the chief executive officer to take an advisory role while Salar Kamar stepped up
as the new chief executive officer. It was then integrated with Google+ and chrome
browser allowing it to be viewed from Google+ and chrome interface in the year
2011, and by the year 2013, YouTube had surpassed the PewDiePie channel to
turn out to be the most subscribed channel on the website. Since then YouTube
platform has turned its lens 360- degree video, live streaming, and virtual reality

The Marketing Functions of YouTube
The google-owned company has been a source of entertaining content. However, it is also venturing into a very vital tool for all marketers. Virtually half of
all the marketers that account for about 48% plan to include YouTube as their
marketing strategy for the next year (Collins, n.d). Its extensive nature of being
accessed in 76 different languages, which accounts for 95% world’s population
makes it the best marketing tool. YouTube helps a business to launch its products,
specific brand’s personality, provide customer service, monitor feedback, and help
customers to spread the word about the company.
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Solving Customer’s Problems
Some businesses make use of YouTube to give solutions to their customers.
The companies or personal brands post videos showing how to, for example, install their install and use their products. YouTube helps businesses to demonstrate
how to use their products to avoid negative reviews about the complexity of the
product. Additionally, it offers solutions to people posting questions on how to
solve specific problems, like how do I make a DIY décor using a bottle? Therefore,
if one’s product solves such a problem, then posting a video indicating how to do
it then is a significant way to bring the product or service to the consideration of
people who need it.

Social Integration
YouTube has unique features that give businesses the chance to integrate their
social media marketing. Many companies use more than one social media to market, while many users have different social media accounts. It has a feature that
enables users to share the video with other social media accounts such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. By dispensing the business YouTube video on other
popular social media platforms, business exposure increases exponentially. It is
worth noting that social video generates at least 1200% more shares compared
to text and image combined (Previte, 2018). Therefore, a business focusing on
gaining popularity utilizes YouTube by using social integration such that the more
the demand it advances, the higher it will rank increasing chances of clicks hence
growing the company’s brand online presence.
Google searches are integrated with YouTube such that the user can access
a video on YouTube through google. Businesses with websites write high-quality articles on their sites and create complementary videos on YouTube. It builds
backlinks the company’s location such that they are more often found on google
after search. At least 60% of searchers click on the first 3 results on google while
over 90% of all Google searches click on the first ten organic results.

Demonstrating Products
YouTube allows businesses either small or large, to showcase their products
in action. Companies that have limited physical distribution channels and internet-based companies use YouTube to get their existing and potential clients to
see their products before they buy. They also upload videos on how to operate
these products, which gives clients the confidence to ahead and purchase these
products. Therefore, this is a significant function that YouTube performs to other
businesses and not only in the music industry.
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Figure 2. The Social Media Integration Chart of YouTube

Demonstrating Expertise
YouTube is used by professionals to showcase their expertise in their field of
profession. It helps these companies and personal brands to build a reputation as
experts in that field. Professionals such as IT experts could use YouTube to upload
tutorials on how to use excel, improve computer virtualization, and also to solve
many problems related to IT. Chefs could also post tutorials on how to cook certain foods and bake. It will make people click on their YouTube links every time
they need expert help in that respective field.

Customer Communication
YouTube offers an array of channels for businesses to communicate with their
existing and prospective customers through videos. The firm also interacts with
its customers through the use of YouTube Comment functionality. Customers
leave remarks and questions and complain after watching the video. The company
can reply to their comments. It allows the business to provide highly visible customer services and also creates a personal touch with the customers and cultivates
customer trust with the company.

YouTube Advertisements
Apart from having YouTube channels to create and upload videos for viewing,
companies use YouTube to run ads about their products and services. Companies
either use in-stream video ads, in-slate video ads, in-search video ads, and in-display video ads to market their company and the products (Kim, 20200. Pop up
advertisements that sometimes can be incredibly annoying to the viewer are very
useful since the viewer has to wait for a few seconds before skipping the ad. The
viewer is obliged to sit through 5 compulsory seconds of the ad before they decide
to skip and continue watching the ad. If the company has done some excellent
targeting, the viewer is likely to continue watching the ad to the end (Kim, 2020).
It creates awareness about the company’s product or even the company itself. By
doing this, the client when they need a relating service go back and search for
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the company to transact. It has proved to be essential, especially for companies
that are not dominant in the market because many viewers come to know of their
existence.

Figure 3. YouTube Advertising Formats

The combination of YouTube and Music Industry
There is no doubt YouTube is currently the destination for music. Except for
China, YouTube is the leading global market sums to more music streams than
all other streaming platforms put together. In such a fast-paced world, YouTube
is both a destination for music and a social network where the next generation is
congregating. YouTube launch has worked towards integrating its operations with
music by launching a YouTube music service, which will involve charts grounded
on famous artists, songs, and videos (Perez, 2019). In this case, the trending chart
will highlight top songs and top artists while it will be updated many times a day.
The trending channel will prioritize recently uploaded music to avoid the old music from bubbling up older tracks. This strategy is essential and a great combination of YouTube and music. Artists, especially if they are new in the market, highly
benefit through YouTube since its more comfortable to build the audience and fan
base especially. Justine Bieber was first noticed on YouTube, and since then, his
music path lit to date. His continuous use of YouTube to promote his music has
seen his popularity evidenced by mass YouTube viewership worldwide.
YouTube is set to launch three new personalized playlists that will enhance
the promotion of music while meeting the user tastes and preferences. According to the google-owned platform, Chief executive officer Neal Mohan discovers
mix had already been spotted while the new release mix and your mix had not
been launched yet (Perez, 2019). Discover mix is set to focus on helping the users
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discover new artists and also the music they might like. It includes lesser-known
tracks from artists the user already loves and artists one has never listened to before. Operations of discover mix are achieved by taking advantage of your listening data history on YouTube music and YouTube as well (Perez, 2019). Secondly,
the new release mix is youtube music’s kind of Spotify’s Release Radar, which features the most recent release from your favorite music artists (Perez, 2019). It is a
fantastic product that will see the music industry a notch higher. Users will struggle less to realize or know about their favorite artists’ release. It will promote the
music while making it easy for the user. Thirdly, your mix playlist combines the
music the user loves, and the music they have not heard will perhaps like, based
on their listening habits history. These mixes are updated weekly to be found by
all worldwide users on the ‘mixed for you’ shelf (Perez, 2019).
According to YouTube chief executive officer Cohen, YouTube is set to combine google play music and YouTube red to enhance proper and efficient music
delivery to users while promoting the music artists. Lyor Cohen recently appointed as the global head of music at YouTube that a shift in the corporate strategy is
desirable to deliver the best products for YouTube users, music artists, and music partners such as combining google play music and YouTube red (Diaconescu,
2017).

Figure 4. YouTube Chief Executive Office Lyor Cohen

By doing this, the company will improve brand recognition and reduce confusion by outdoing the likes of apple music and Spotify. The new music streaming
ought to have a subscription streaming service where it will have a considerable
catalog of remixes covers and music videos and live performances that is organ- 38 -
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ized and personalized. YouTube has done this to soothe music labels who like a
subscription. In line with this, YouTube was set to make $10 billion in ad revenue
in 2018 after paying music royalties of $856m to music companies in the year
2017, which is estimated to be 67% per user annually (Snapes & Sweney, 2018).
How YouTube Took the Place of Television in Music Marketing
Over the past few decades, Tv has dominated the market in music marketing
but has viewing habits changed, so has the market’s view. The time of seeing ads
on Television, most of which undoubtedly do not apply to you, are over. 85% of
YouTube users logged in just for music, which adds to about 1.3 billion people
in a month (Mcintyre, 2017). Over the past decade, YouTube has dominated the
music market, and according to data from the 2017 google study, it’s the second
most used search engine in the world, thus making it the best marketing platform
around the globe (Mckay, 2018).

Figure 5. The Challenge of YouTube to TV

YouTube has a tremendously engaged user base with 95% advertising viewability and an advertising audibility of 95% (McKay, 2018). On the other side of
this coin is the ever-deteriorating traditional television outlet where nearly half of
18-24 years age group, almost half of this group’s traditional TV viewing to other
platforms such as YouTube for the past 5 years (McKay, 2018). In 2017, monthly
viewership of TVs dropped from 76 hours and 55 minutes to 64 hours and 21
minutes, indicating how YouTube is rapidly taking over TV years (McKay, 2018).
Tv trend is downward, while more and more music content is being consumed on
YouTube than in the past. YouTube has taken over TV music marketing in different ways, as discussed below.
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YouTube Ads with Broader Reach than TV Ads
The focus of artists is for their music to reach as many people as possible. YouTube has managed to outdo televisions due to its broader reach. It reaches more
than at least 95 % of users while its total number of active users is 1.9 billion, and
the 1.6 billion watch at least 5 billion videos in a day (Preston, 2020). Many musicians like Justine Bieber have become famous and known to the world through
YouTube, and almost every YouTube user knows their music. It is worth noting
that many artists, even after using TV, have considered YouTube in their marketing strategy, and the trend is not changing soon. According to Google study, the
year 2025 is predicted that 50% of under 32 years are likely to avoid paid television
subscriptions (Preston, 2020). Musicians have focused on YouTube marketing of
their music since YouTube is integrated with other social media accounts, making
it easier to share YouTube music on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. It gives a
broader reach for their music.

YouTube Ads Offer Reporting Metrics
On matters of reporting, YouTube has managed to stand out from televisions
when it comes to music advertisements. The artists are with their video music
on YouTube to get to see exactly which type of video and video ads are engaging
the audience the most and the ones that target one’s audience. With YouTube
Analytics, one can see which music videos are doing well and work on improving the in case some are not performing. One can access KPI’s such as view rate,
click-through rate, number of clicks, video viewership, watch time, and actual
views, among others. As time goes by, YouTube helps one gain the metrics they
desire while still continually updating its algorithm. Before YouTube, TVs never
provided metrics and therefore made it hard to realize the performance of the
music and videos. Even though musicians still use TVs to play their music, many,
if not all, have adopted YouTube as the first-hand platform to market their new
and existing music.

YouTube Ads are Less Expensive than TV Ads
Music marketing on YouTube costs a lot less than TV ads. One thing that has
made YouTube out do Television due to its low cost of marketing. Musicians earn
more popularity and land gigs through YouTube marketing compared to TVs. In
the past, musicians needed a decent chunk to be considered for a TV advertisement, while with YouTube, they are only required to pay a dollar per view, and
owning a YouTube channel is free. Due to this, many musicians have adopted
YouTube to upload their music and end up getting very many aspects compared to
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TVs. Additionally, after reaching a certain number of viewers, YouTube pays the
user. Such features have made YouTube dominate the media market, especially in
music marketing.

YouTube Content is More Targeted and has Better Tracking
In the past long before YouTube was founded and dominated the market, music artists purchased traditional TV ads grounded on gross rating point data. Total
rating point data principally measures reach and the frequency concerning the
audience. In this context, the audience was not defined if they watched the ad, did
anything after watching it. On the contrary, YouTube solved these problems by
giving the users targeting options and the ability to control the data collected from
campaigns. With the current technology and the fast-paced world, the musicians
have in the recent, considered YouTube more than television media diary.

How Did YouTube Challenge The TV Statistics?
YouTube data shows google- owned company reaches more than 18-49 US
consumers in an average week more than all cable TV networks combined. It
is projected that around 73% of the 18-34 age bracket watched any TVs at all
as compared to 86% of the whole adult populace (Iqbal, 2020). As a whole, TV
watching has generally declined where TV share of daily viewing hours ruined
from 27% to 22% from Q3 2017 to Q4 2018 (Iqbal, 2020). The younger viewers
mostly opt for smartphones, which accounts for 34% of daily viewing from 29%
in 2017 (Iqbal, 2020). It has demonstrated a rise in the usage of smartphones to
access YouTube and watch music compared to watching TV.

Figure 6. Daily Time Spent By Platform (Source: Nielson)
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A study by Ipsos and commissioned by Google in 2017 found that marketing
ads on YouTube are more likely to grab the viewers’ attention. 55% of the TV
adverts did not hold viewer attention while another 26% of viewers multitasked
when the ads were ongoing, 14% changed the channel during the advert with 155
not watching them at all (Iqbal, 2020). It is the opposite of YouTube ads that command about 62 %, with the skip rate at 25 % multitasking at 12 % viewers (Iqbal,
2020). It is worth noting that using another device such as mobile phones or tablets is the primary cause of TV distractions, and the YouTube ads are accessible in
the methods which could cause a disturbance.

How YouTube Markets Music Industry
Above and beyond talent and production, marketing is a significant module
in turning an artist into a star. It amplifies one’s hard work and ability to millions, if not billions of potential fans. Before YouTube and other digital marketing
platforms, it would have just included TVs, Radios, and industry press. YouTube
has allowed musical talents from across the world to become global celebrities
through giving them a platform to upload and share their videos. It give every
musician either upcoming or the already famous musicians equal chances to explore the world through their music. Celebrities such as Adele and Justine Bieber
first made their attempts on YouTube and that how they made it online YouTube
markets music in different ways and achieves disparate impact.

Video Marketing
With video marketing coming up as one of the best tools for music industry
marketing, YouTube has capitalized on that by allowing bands to create visual
content and upload for millions of users to see. Through doing this, YouTube has
helped launch aspiring and emerging artists such as teenage star Avery who created a productive career almost entirely with the help of YouTube not to forget other
artists such as Justin Bieber.

YouTube Music
YouTube launched YouTube music, which is an on-demand subscription service. The Google-owned company took music marketing on another level by
launching YouTube music, which is very beneficial to all the artists. YouTube music service involves charts grounded on famous artists, songs, and videos (Perez,
2019). In this case, trending chart places of interest top songs and top artists while
it gets updated many times a day. The trending channel prioritize recently uploaded music to avoid the old music from bubbling up older tracks. This strategy is
essential and a great combination of YouTube and music. Artists, especially if they
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are new in the market, highly benefit through YouTube since it’s easier to build the
audience and fan base.

Figure 7. The Screen of YouTube Music Function

The significant effects of YouTube music marketing are royalty payments to
artists, producers, and labels. The YouTube set a royalty rate for music uploaded
on the platform. It has recently helped YouTube to make peace with the music recording companies that have, in the past, complained about your tube’s copyright
breaches. Therefore, it has helped the company strengthen its relationship and
have a more substantial subscription business. Further, the music recording companies, and the artists have been able to get required royalty payments. A good
example is that YouTube paid royalties of $856m to music companies in the year
2017, which is estimated to be 67% per user annually (Snapes & Sweney, 2018). It
is essentially an addition to the music industry.

Numbers and Statistics About the Music World and YouTube
YouTube is by far the most popular option in the world on music streaming.
Over 1.5 billion people use the site every month and click on at least one musical
item. YouTube has become a dominant force in music and a destination for millions of people to access the music they love.

Demographics
In the US, YouTube is the most comprehensive social platform with younger
demographics of 18-24 years and 25-34 years (Iqbal, 2020). The stated age groups
love listening to music, and therefore Musicians target the right audience by using
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YouTube. The google-owned platform is also dominant in the UK and is known
for being the most popular app in all the age groups, as shown below.

Figure 8. Demographics of YouTube in USA and UK (Source:WeAreFlient)

According to this data from WeAreFlint, YouTube data used the platform
equally, with over 50% of all age groups being YouTube users.
95% of the global internet population watch YouTube, with its presence in 91
countries and accessed in over 80 languages (Iqbal, 2020). This result shows that
music uploaded and marketed on YouTube reaches a more significant proportion of the world’s population because of its presence in many countries and easy
accessibility in different and diverse languages. The US is the leading source of
YouTube traffic, followed by India and Japan with 15%, 8%, and 5 % traffic contribution, respectively, as shown below (Iqbal, 2020).

Table 1. YouTube Traffic Among the World
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By being ranked as one of the best platforms in terms of acknowledgment in
these states translates to a big market for the music industry. It means music is
accessed by all these YouTube users across these countries and the world
In the US, the proportion of female YouTube users is slightly higher compared
to that of Male based in the US. The introduction of kids YouTube app aimed at
the younger generation has seen kids being among the over 8 million active users
with over 30 billion views made in the application (Iqbal, 2020). Most kids watch
kids’ music which is quite a remarkable contribution to the kids

Figure 9. YouTube Usage Statistics From USA 2019 (Source: WeareFlint)

Usage Frequency Statistics
YouTube data shows that while a significant number of US and UK adults use
your tube, most of them do not use the platform daily. US Daily YouTubers is 44%
compared to the UK with 42%. Users in the US turn to the google-owned platform for several reasons, such as music or to learn how to do certain things (Iqbal,
2020). People upload 500 hours of video every minute, while 250 million hours
of watch time per day happen on TV screens. Also, 70% of what people watch on
youtube is determined by its recommendation algorithm (Cooper, 2019).

Content statistics
Unofficial YouTube statistics estimate at least 500 hours of content are uploaded to the YouTube platform each minute, which translates to 8760 hours in a year
(Iqbal, 2020). YouTube content is majorly composed of music such that music
publicities dominate YouTube data around the most popular videos. Lois Fonsi ft.
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Daddy Yankee “Despacito,” music video has been viewed nearly as many times as
the people on earth with 6.2 views. The second most viewed music video is “Shape
of You” by Ed Sheeran with 4.2 .00 while Whiz Khalifa ft Puth’s “See you Again”
follows with 4.1 (Iqbal, 2020).
It is worth realizing that among the most popular YouTube channel in terms of
subscribers is a music channel by the name T-series. It explains that when it comes
to valuable content on YouTube, music is part of it. T-series serves several different artists to a broader market and earns the accolade of the most famous music
YouTube channel with the most subscribers. By May 2019, T-series subscribers
increased to 98 million. To confirm more that music is a critical and most valued
content in youtube, kids’ music such as coco melon nursery rhymes is highly consumed, with about 47 million parents subscribed (Iqbal, 2020).
In line with YouTube content policing, a certain percentage of YouTube videos inevitably get scrapped off either for copyright infringement, offensive, and
extreme content or spam. Between July and September 2019, 7.8 million videos
were removed from YouTube, as 90% of videos removed were due to violent extremisms or child abuse (Iqbal, 2020).
Furthermore, youtube is, in a big way, unregulated considering the large proportion of users that use the site either for music or updates. It is worth noting that
at least 64% of users confirm having come across unreliable content.

The Effect of YouTube in Music Products and In the
Marketing of Musicians
Change of Music Consumption Habits
How people consume music has changed compared to the last several decades
thank you to YouTube. Then, there was peer to peer sharing of music from sites
such as LimeWire and high demand for MP3 players. Currently, people can access free music videos and online streaming from YouTube just by the use of our
phones hence accessing million.
Additionally, there has been a substantial reduction in physical media sales. It
is worth noting that in the year 2008, 132 million CDS were sold in the UK, while
in 2018, these figures had fallen to 32 million (Cole, 2019). This paradigm shift
has not occurred overnight, but it has accelerated over the last few years since the
inception of YouTube, and this rapid growth designates a change in consumer’s
expectations for music. YouTube has managed to use machine learning to work
out the music taste and listening habits of users. Therefore, the change of con- 46 -
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sumer music consumption habits has, in a big way, influenced the music artists to
work on music that interests the users hence promoting their brand and the music
industry.

Significant Change in the Albums and Singles
Due to YouTube services, independent artists have now put their fate in their
own hands by evading labels. It has now focused on uploading their projects to
YouTube and engages their fans in the comment section while sharing their YouTube videos on their social media. It has been dominant, especially with the Indie
artists, by 2017, streaming revenues from the Indie sector alone raised by over
46% while increasing its market share to 39.9% (Cole, 2019).

Increased Live Performances and Festivals
Increased liver performances have been attributed to the virtual reality concert, which is a tech innovation by YouTube, where fans can watch live shows
without necessarily attending physically. It is a subscription-based platform where
users ought to subscribe before viewing hence puts value to the music and music
industry at large. YouTube pays the artists according to the viewership.

Is YouTube a Monopoly? YouTube as a Monopoly in Music
Marketing and its Competitors
YouTube is not a monopoly in the music streaming industry since it has competitors the likes of Vimeo and daily motion and, of course, Facebook who outnumbers youtube’s user base. Secondly, it’s not a monopoly because most of its
services are not paid to be used. Despite its massive user base and subscriptions,
YouTube is not a monopoly but a market leader that has stayed at the top-notch as
one of the dominant social platforms.

Vimeo as a Competitor to YouTube
Vimeo is a digital platform which, just like YouTube, lets users upload, download, view, and share different videos. The platform was launched a year earlier
before YouTube in the year 2004 and supported several languages. Vimeo is one of
the largest YouTube competitors which most bloggers use. Vimeo is the smallest
compared to YouTube, and daily motion the video upload limit of Vimeo is with
a basic plan w one can upload 500MB per week while with the plus plan, you can
upload 5GB per week. With the pro plan, the user can upload unlimited videos
(Ribi, 2017). It is contrary to YouTube since it does not have a video upload limit
hence making it hard for Vimeo to dominate music marketing.
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Figure 10. Vimeo Platform

The user experience of YouTube and Vimeo is almost similar, although Vimeo
is more attractive since it provides users with fewer adverts and offers easy navigation. Despite providing its users with a “theatre mode” for full screen and providing a skip ad option, Vimeo still beats YouTube when it comes to user experience.

Dailymotion as a Competitor to YouTube
Dailymotion is an online video sharing platform that allows users to upload,
download, view, and share different video content. Apart from this, the platform
lets users, producers, artists, independent creators, and music directors to offer
mixed content. The platform was started in the year 2005 but had users from
around the world and supports 18 languages (Ribi, 2017). Dailymotion has been
known as the second-largest video sharing social platform behind YouTube. YouTube has a significant advantage over daily motion in terms of exclusive site visits,
which totals to one billion visits per month.
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Figure 11. Dailymotion Platform Screen

In comparison, Daily action has registered 112 million visits per month. YouTube has no video upload limit, unlike Dailymotion, which has a video upload
limit where regular users are 60 minutes videos of 2 GB limit. In contrast, the
quality of the upload is limited to 1280 720p (Ribi, 2017). Such variety has helped
YouTube to have a competitive advantage over daily music in terms of music marketing.

The Future of YouTube’ Marketing Effects in the Music Industry
A decade since its inception, YouTube has spawned a crop of celebrities and
initiated entirely new ways of creating and consuming videos. YouTube has to
show it can be impossibly huge view counts into actual revenues by making sure
that everyone gets online and on YouTube. The Google-owned company keeps
upgrading and innovating to stay ahead in a fast-paced world. In some countries,
YouTube is already the place for reruns of TV shows.
The first test for its dominance is when the EU copyright directive is expected
to pass. If this directive is adopted, that means YouTube will have to catch copyrighted content at source and also negotiate the warrants with the rights holders.
With the launch of YouTube music premium, which offers a similar service
to apple music and Spotify, it is expected that the Google-owned giant revenues
should begin to accelerate. However, this will be dependent on its users if they
will be willing to break their old habits. YouTube has always provided almost
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everything to its users for free form video uploads to video watching, and many
are its users probably because most of its services are free.

Recommendations
Music artists should not entirely pull off from TVs if their kind of music targets
an audience older than 40 years of age. It is recommended to supplement TV advertising with YouTube by shifting at least 24% of one’s TV budget to YouTube for
excellent results (“Blue Corona,” 2017). The company should aim at considering a
closer collaboration with producers, labels, and artists in addition to the combination of streaming podiums as the next evolutionary step of the company’s music
business. Additionally, if the company decides to fully adopt a subscription-based
platform where users will have to pay for the content, they watch then it should
ensure that its pricing strategy is very fair. By this, YouTube will charge fewer
subscription rates to their users compared to other competitors such as Vimeo,
Dailymotion, Apple music, and many others.

Conclusion
With the presence of YouTube, the gates of the music industry, which were
once guarded by distributors and labels, are now open to any talent in the music
industry. YouTube is a place of constant innovation – that is why most people
consider it. Therefore, for any music talent aiming to stay ahead of the curve professionals, YouTube combination with the music is an excellent option for them.
From zero to one billion viewers in a decade is some worth journey. Its role in
music marketing and promotion of music growth is very evident, and indeed it
has promoted not only music but also the artists from nothing to worldwide celebrated talents.
Furthermore, YouTube is generally the future of the music industry following
its significant changes it has made and still aiming to do in favor of music and artist marketing. Youtube numbers are going to keep improving due to its outstanding features and free services that it offers compared to other online streaming
and video sharing platforms. The music industry should brace themselves because
a lot from YouTube has been and still in store for music.
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